In this paper, projective synchronization and parameter identification of a fractional-order chaotic system is studied. Based on the fractional-order stability theory, a universal projective synchronization controller and parameter identification rules are designed and proved by using Lyapunov stability theory. Finally, the numerical simulations verify the correction of the method.
Introduction
As fractional calculus played an important role for the nonlinear dynamical systems, studying dynamics of fractional-order nonlinear system has become an interesting topic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Since the pioneering work of Pecore and Carro introduced a method about synchronization between identical and non identical systems with different initial conditional, chaos synchronization had a great variety of applications in physics [6] , ecological system [7] , secure communications [8] , etc. In this paper projective synchronization and parameter identification of a fractional-order chaotic system are investigated. A reasonable controller and parameter identification rules are designed and proved by Lyapunov stability theory. Numerical simulation coincide with the theoretical analysis.
Problem Description.
Consider the following chaotic drive and response systems: 
where
are state vectors. The fractional-order system (3) is asymptotically stable if and only if 2 ))) 
Projective Synchronization and Parameter Identification
In this section, projective synchronization and parameter identification of Qi fractional-order chaotic system will be studied.
The drive system described through (1) 
Now, we will choose suitable controllers and parameter identification rules to achieve projective synchronization according to theorem 2.
From Eq.(1), (2) , the error systems are obtained as is the negative definite function, so according to the Lyapunov stability theory, the response system (5) is synchronization to the drive system (4) asymptotically.
Numerical Simulation and Results
In this section, the initial conditions of the drive and response systems are
, and . From figure 2 , it is seen the error vectors converge asymptotically to zero, and figure 3 show that the estimated parameter vectors converge to the original parameter vectors, respectively. 
Conclusion
In this manuscript, projective synchronization and parameter identification of a fractional-order chaotic system is presented. Moreover, suitable projective synchronization controller and parameter identification rules are given by using the fractional-order stability and proved by Lyapunov stability theory. Finally, numerical simulations are performed to verify these results.
